in collaboration with Nástio Mosquito presents

Easy Asylum Booth Bundu Edition
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INTRODUCTION

Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu Edition’ is another chapter in the shifting, magical-real
vision derived from the fictitious nation of Botrovia; a country where refugee status
is freely available to anyone who is willing to offer a small portion of their skin for a
tattoo, chosen for them by ‘Skin of our Skin’, the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration.
The tattoo is executed by a flying robotic tattoo gun.
The project is a provocative spectacle, an elaborate practical joke, addressing
current asylum policies, and attitudes to immigration as a whole, in Europe and
the UK while also exploring notions of belonging and loyalty in relation to power.
Equally the Easy Asylum Booth is a socially engaged event in which the team
of refugees and asylum seekers, who operate the Easy Asylum Booth, chat with
attendees, share food and have fun. The project is formally partnered with the
charities Oasis Cardiff and Axisweb.
See a promotional flythrough of Easy Asylum Booth at https://bit.ly/3raGB2u

PREVIOUS PAGE::
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian Ministry
of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin
of our Skin)); Ric Bower (in collaboration with Nástio Mosquito); 2022 high
resolution render from virtual environment, 2022
FOLLOWING PAGE:
Interview Area; Easy Asylum Booth,
‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by the
Botrovian Ministry of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with Nástio
Mosquito); 2022 high resolution render from virtual environment, 2022
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FURTHER INFO:
‘HIGH DEMAND IS ANTICIPATED SO WE HAVE AUTOMATED
THE PROCESS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE’:

To meet the anticipated high demand for asylum claims to Botrovia, the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration (trading as SooS®) are working hard to automate the
tattooing process by fitting tattoo guns on robotic arms to a fleet of specially
adapted drones.
The SooS® drones will be operated centrally by the SooS® team, dropping ouf the
sky into strategically placed, pop-up ‘Easy Asylum Booths’.
The applicant will receive encouragement during the tattooing process from A. L.
Moore (Mosquito), Botrovia’s illustrious leader, via a recorded message piped from
a bull horn attached to the nose of the drone.
Once the tattoo has been executed the applicant will immediately, and without
even a hint of bureaucratic procrastination, receive full refugee status in the Nation
State of Botrovia.

FOLLOWING PAGE:
Triple-Shuttle Robotic Tattoo
Gun Suspension Support
System PROTOTYPE 739,5y,
(T-SRTGSSSP739,5y ) Health
and Safety Poster; Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration trading
as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with
Nástio Mosquito); 2021
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COLLABORATIONS & PARTNERSHIPS
about Supercharger — blown collective
Ric Bower is using the nom de guerre Supercharger- blown collective to encompass
the Wales based creative practitioners, individuals and organisations he is
collaborating with on an ongoing basis.
A small team of Iranian and Afghan expats (domiciled in Cardiff) have been working
with Bower, for over four years, to realise this great Botrovian vision for SSI
(Significant Societal Improvement).
The project’s sophisticated robotics have been developed in collaboration with the
reknowned Iranian roboticist Amir Karimi.
The Syrian refugee and ITV onscreen journalist Issa Farfour, award winning theatre
and film artist Gerald Tyler and BAFTA winning composer John Rea will all be
involved in the making of Easy Asylum Booth- ‘The Movie’.
Eisteddfod winning artist Nerea Martinez de Lecea will be developing the tattoo
designs in response to individual asylum seeker stories.
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’ is produced in partnership with Oasis Cardiff,
the refugee and asylumseeker charity. The development of the project has been
supported by by Arts Council of Wales and the arts charity Axisweb.
https://www.oasiscardiff.org/ http://arts.wales http://axisweb.org
http://supercharger.work https://icantnot.com/ http://www.johnreamusic.com/

PREVIOUS PAGE:
Triple-Shuttle Robotic Tattoo
Gun Suspension Support
System PROTOTYPE 739,5y,
(T-SRTGSSSP739,5y ) Health
and Safety Poster; Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration trading
as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with
Nástio Mosquito); 2021
FOLLOWING PAGE:: Booth
construction drawing; Easy
Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian
Ministry of Immigration trading
as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with
Nástio Mosquito); 2022 digital
print.
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CONTEXT

Easy Asylum Booth- ‘Bundu Edition’ is a facet of AnotherLeader/ Transitory
Suppository, a rolling artwork that was initiated for ArtesMundi 7 in 2016 by
Nástio Mosquito. (Since its inception the project has manifested in a number
of forms including Another Leader / Transitory Suppository: Act #I Security
Research, Nástio Mosquito, Ric Bower, CCQ Magazine and Another Africa, (2016),
The Reverse-Panopticon, a brief introduction to AEI (Aesthetically Enhanced
Interrogation), Supercharger-blown collective, Nástio Mosquito & Kelly Schacht,
Arcade/Campfa (2019) and Moore’s Bad & Better Mundi - at Museum DhondtDhaenens, Deurle, Nástio Mosquito (2019).
Recent collaborations between Bower and Mosquito include Easy Asylum Booth
‘Bundu Edition’ (2020-) and Influence (2021), a short film made for Spielart festival
at the Gasteig (Munich) in November 2021.

PREVIOUS PAGE:
‘Help is on its Way’, The Triple Shuttle
Robotic Tattoo Gun Suspension
Support System PROTOTYPE 739.5y,
(TSRTGSSSP739.5y) Re-Envisioned
as an Airship Emerging from the Fog;
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’,
(presented by the Botrovian Ministry of
Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of
our Skin)); Ric Bower (in collaboration
with Nástio Mosquito); with much thanks
to and respect for the Master:Francisco
José de Goya y Lucientes
FOLLOWING PAGE:
A. L. Moore, video still from Transitory
Suppository: Act #I Another Leader,
2016, Nástio Mosquito
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What others have said:

‘This exhibition [The Reverse-Panopticon] was genuinely confrontational. I have
worked with refugees for the past ten years, and in that decade have seen many
so-called community art projects aimed at the topic of seeking asylum... they tend
to obsess over the experience of migration and travel; these projects purport to
empathise, but the creative directors enter the project with fixed narratives about
migration and, knowingly or not, they enjoy the power imbalance inherent in
nationalism between the citizen and the non-citizen. This exhibition subverted the
usual power balance we enjoy as an audience for art and as citizens. The raw,
emotional punch came from its subversion of the UK Home Office interview.
I think this is what a collaborative effort really looks like, it was probably the first
piece of art involving asylum seekers I have seen that wasn’t condescending.’
Hugh Marwick, Asylum Case Worker for Migrant Legal Project
FOLLOWING PAGE:
The Reverse-Panopticon Drawing Class, installation view, The Reverse-Panopticon, ©
Ric Bower, Nástio Mosquito, Kelly Schacht,
2019, Fagot’s coat: Tom Clulee; photo:
Adam Robinson
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What others have said:

‘Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu Edition’ arises from Bower’s long standing
relationship with Cardiff’s asylum seeker and refugee community. As such, it’s
been in the works for a while; nonetheless, the recent announcement of the
project coincides with the UK’s own international aid and immigration policies
coming under increased scrutiny.’
‘Bower’s Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu Edition’ upends the self-satisfied narrative
which paints our island as a benevolent idyll for the world’s most persecuted
people. After all, and according to figures from the end of 2018, the UK was home
to just 126,000 refugees – a drop in the ocean compared to, say, Turkey’s 3.7
million. With that staggering gulf in mind, Bower’s concept frames the UK in a
troubling new light: as somewhere to flee from, rather than to.’
Emily Watkins for Why Now Magazine
https://whynow.co.uk/read/interviewing-one-man-twice-fuck-originality
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Creative Outcomes:
Easy Asylum Booth ‘Bundu Edition’ is a site and situation specific project.
It is never intended to manifest the same way twice. From the following list
of outcomes a custom presentation can be curated for indoor or outdoor
circumstances. Each presntation will always have both performative and socially
engaged aspects. Budgets for each element are available on application.
THE EASY ASYLUM BOOTH: (80%DEVELOPED)
DRONE TATTOO GUN (80%DEVELOPED)
SKIN OF OUR SKIN (BOTROVIAN MINISTRY OF IMMIGRATION) ADVERTISING
POSTERS (80%DEVELOPED)
BOTROVIAN SEEKER NEWSPAPER (40%DEVELOPED)
THE BOTROVIAN PRESIDENTIAL GUARD
AN INSPIRATIONAL SPEECH FROM A.L. MOORE (NÁSTIO MOSQUITO), THE
PRESIDENT OF BOTROVIA (50%DEVELOPED)
THE CELEBRATORY MEAL THROWN BY THE BOTROVIAN PRESIDENTIAL GUARD
(80%DEVELOPED)
EASY ASYLUM BOOTH: THE MOVIE (IN PLANNING)
DRONE TRAINING VIDEO GAME (IN PLANNING)

FOLLOWING PAGE:
Welcome Lightbox ; artist’s impression;
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin)); Ric
Bower (in collaboration with Nástio Mosquito); 2020
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ABOUT
RIC BOWER/SUPERCHARGER

As an artist Ric Bower/Supercharger uses satire to explore the role aesthetics play in disclosing truth in a political context. These enquiries often manifest as elaborate practical
jokes and usually center around issues relating to asylum policy.
Bower trained first as a draughtsman then as a photographer; his practice now extends into
writing, design, performance, CAD, engineering and tattooing.
He often assumes the persona of Fagot Koroviev (a nod to Mikhail Bulgakov’s demonic choir
master) the Minister for Security of the fictitious nation of Botrovia. Bower’s influences include the satirical illustrator Heath Robinson and the 19th century history painter Thomas
Cole.
→ www.supercharger.work
NÁSTIO MOSQUITO

Nástio Mosquito is a multimedia, performance and spoken word artist. Often placing himself
centre stage in the work, Mosquito deploys mimicry to explore global and African politics. He
typically assumes roles not insomuch that they reflect his own cherished beliefs, but rather as
an artifice to express cunning observations on human follies manifesting in modern life.
→ www.nastiomosquito.com
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CONTACT
RIC BOWER

a: Chapter, Market Rd, Cardiff, CF5 1QE, UK
e: 1968@ricbower.work
t: +44 7971 789439
w: http://supercharger.work

© Ric Bower, Nástio Mosquito, 20202All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise,
without the prior written permission of the publisher.

OPPOSITE
Triple-Shuttle Robotic Tattoo Gun Suspension Support System
PROTOTYPE 739.5y, (T-SRTGSSSP739.5y) Side Aspect; (semiprolapsed, fully prolapsed and unprolapsed views)Ric Bower
(in collaboration with Nástio Mosquito); 2020
PREVIOUS PAGE:
Easy Asylum Booth, ‘Bundu Edition’, (presented by the Botrovian Ministry of Immigration trading as SooS® (Skin of our Skin));
Ric Bower (in collaboration with Nástio Mosquito); 2022 high
resolution render from virtual environment, 2022
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